Absrmct-Remaining elusive while navigating lo B goal in a dynamic environment containing m observer requires taking advantage of opportunistic cover as it occurs. A reactive navigation apprwch is needed that recognizes lhe utility or environment features in offering protective cover. We present an approach that allows stealthy traverses in unknown environments containing dynamic objecls. It is a frontier-based methad that a l l o w a robot lo follow in the obscuring shadow of objects despite their dynamics, and take advantage of more opportunistic cover if it becomes available. An analysis of our approach in off-line modeling and experiments conducted in simulation and outdoor cnvironmcnts dcmanstratc its cfkctivcnns in achieving high quality solutions for stealthy navigation.
I. INTXODUCCION
Enabling robots to he stealthy during navigation reduces their risk of exposure to unwanted observers. The observers should remain unaware and unaffected by the robot's activities. There are many military and security applications for stealthy navigation in areas of reconnaissance, scouting and surveillance, or for safe autonomous transport of payloads or people in observable areas. More benign applications include allowing maintenance robots to remain relatively obscure from people, such as cleaning robots in public areas. In each of these applications, the robot needs to react to the possibly unknown environment and its objects. Static objects can exist as natural or artificial stmctwes that allow the robot to take potentially discrete paths around them. Dynamic objects offering reasonable coverage may manifest in the environment as vehicles or other robots. The navigation algorithm should be able to evaluate and take advantage of each of these types of objects if they prove beneficial to the robot's task.
In our previous work [I], we demonstrated a method for stealthy multi-robot navigation in the presence of an observer using static objects in outdoor environments. In contrast, the goal of the research presented here is to determine how robots can take advantage of dynamic objects in similar types of environments. Our approach to solving the general case of reactive stealthy navigation is to define a cost function that embodies the parameters of 'stealth and 'efficiency'.
Stealth is defined as the ability to maintain a low profile during navigation in the presencc of an observer. Efficiency is defined in terms of minimizing the length of the navigation path to a goal. We encode the cost function as parameterized potential fields that model features of the environment and the task. This approach has demonstrated good results in ow previous work, however it does not account for dynamic objects' in the environment. The extension discussed in this paper allows the robot to capitalize on mobile objects offering significant cover during its traverse. The approach is model-free and makes few assumptions about the dynamics of the objects in the environment. It is demonstrated in simulation and in outdoor environments using a Pioneer AT and a Segway Robotic Mobility Platform (FWP). It is also evaluated against empirically-defined cost functions that evaluate completed paths for their efficiency and stealth performance. The results demonstrate our algorithm achieves high performance according lo the criteria outlined in the cost function.
An analysis of related work is presented in Section ll followed by a discussion of our approach in Section m.
Sections IV and V outline the details of experiments carried out in simulation and outdoor environments, respectively. Section VI provides an evaluation of empirically-optimal stealthy and efficient paths for a given environment, and how our approach comoares. Section W presents a summary of the approach.
11. RELATED WORK There has been little research conducted into lowvisibility path planning for mobile rohots in outdoor environments. Mostly it involves the use of a priori maps and observers with known locations. [21 discretizes the environment into cells that are assigned to virtual processors. The processors compute the visibility constraints of each cell using information about the mobile observers in the environment. Combining this information allows a reactive path to he determined for the robot. [31 analyzes digitized terrain features for visual servoing to a goal in the presence of an observer. 141 models observers and potential navigation waypoints using virtual springs and masses. The system stabilizes to generate a lowvisibility path for an unmanned air vehicle crossing an area containing multiple radar sites. 151 uses probabilistic cost functions for balancing information gain versus the probability of exposure in determining static observation positions for mget surveillance. This concept is also used for dismbuting the sensor load between vehicles in formation to maximize observation during navigation.
Of the approaches for low-visibility path planning without the use of a priori maps, [6] presents a reactive method for a robot to use stationary objects in the environment for cover while navigating to a goal. [I] extends this concept for multiple robots conducting sequential traverses. Path quality is improved on successive traverses from the integration of environment and path information from the preceding robot.
In each case above, the research was conducted in either static environments or environments where the only dynamic objects were the robots themselves or the observers. In many cases, the researchers indicated that the most important criteria for developing low visibility traverses in the presence of observers are to determine the shortest possible path that offers the least exposure to the observers. Our work focuses on these criteria and allows the environment to contain dynamic objects beneficial for providing cover to the robot during its traverse.
TIIE AFTROACII
In our previous work [I], task and environment-related information is combined to embody the stealth-efficiency cost function. This information consists of: objects in the environment modeled on an occupancy grid [7] developed during the robot's traverse. their effect on the robot's task by means of providing a 'shadow' from the observer's position for the robot to hide in, and task-related information in the environment including the distances to the observer, goal, and robot.
Each element is defined by a parameterized function whose value determines its effect on the robot's path planning decisions. The functions are represented as potential fields [ 8 ] [ 9 ] which are modeled as either lowvalued attractors (e.g., distance to the goal) or high-valued repellors (e.g., distance from the observer) and most have a global affect across the environment. By combining fields. a task-oriented view of the environment is generated and a global minimum is extracted as the next navigation waypoint. This minimum is the centroid of the lowestvalued region. A small region is chosen rather than a point to alleviate the canonical local minima and oscillation problems inherent in potential field methods, and to filter the effects of sensor noise altering the occupancy grid.
By using potential fields in this manner, the robot is able to integrate new information about the environment as it is sensed and use it For reactive decisions about the next waypoint to traverse to. Previous results [I] demonstrate that this approach produces intuitive low-visibility paths in unknown static environments.
The extension discussed in this paper allows the robot to reactively take advantage of opportunistic moving cover offered by objects in the environment. There are three --components introduced to the existing algorithm to enable this capability: 1) a safety zone in an object's shadow, 2) a rrontier timeout that allows the robol to remain stationary in this zone for a period of time before continuing, and 3) the ability to capitalize on better opportunities as they occur. 
I ) Safetyzone
Each object in the environment typically casts a coverage 'shadow' that represent an area where the robot is obscured from the observer. This area is hounded by frontiers that separate visible space from obscured. A safety zone ( Figure I ) is defined as an area within a shadow where a robot can safely manoeuvre without fear of accidental detection. It is offset from the shadow frontier closest to the robot and is wide enough to reduce the effect of sensor noise and the possibility of the robot ovemnning the shadow frontier while stopping or turning. A robot in a safety zone will effectively remain ar a relative distance from the shadow frontier. Therefore, if the object moves, so does the zone and the robot dynamically maintains cover as long as the object travels within the velocity constraints of the robot and in a direction that satisfies the embedded stealth-efficiency cost function.
) Frontier Timeour
The purpose of the frontier timeout is to allow the robot to remain stationary for a period of time to see if the object moves. This allows the robot to utilize an object that stops for limited periods of time. Upon a timeout, the robot will navigate to its next waypoint. The value of the timeout is empirically set for a reasonable waiting time aligned uith the time-constraints of the traverse.
3) Opporruriisric Wajpoints
During the robot's traverse, it constantly interrogates the environment to find regions offering better coverage. This operation is also active when the robot is sfationary in a safety zone. If the environment within the robot's sensor range changes to offer a more appealing path, the robot will forgo its current cover in lieu of the new opportunity. This occurs if the difference in potential value between the current waypoint and the one calculated with new environment information is beyond a threshold value. The threshold is empirically determined lo account for small perturbations in sensor information.
The algorithm incorporating these components is shown below (Figure 2) . By using frontier-following and opportunistic waypoints, the robot is highly responsive to Table I . The robot must use the mobile barricade for cover to reach the safety of the stationary barricades near the goal to efficiently navigate to the goal with as little exposure as possible to the observer. To achieve this, it has to recognize the mobile barricade a$ offering oppoltunistic and significant cover, and reactively follow in its shadow despite its time-varying velocity and stationary periods. Although it appears that the barricade provides ample cover for the robot, the 'shadow' width produced varies with the angle of the barricade relative to the observer. Consequently. at the beginning of the robot's traverse, it offers very little cover. This is demonstrated by the robot's position in the shadow of the mobile barricade in Figure 1 The simulated robot has the dynamics of a twodimensional Segway RMP in the sense that it can make a zero-radius turn hut the sensors are not subject to the pitching platform. The parameter settings for the robot and the mobile barricade are shown in Table I . The robot's frontier timeout is set arbitrarily longer than the barricade's stationary time period. The distance between the safety zone and its shadow frontier is set to 0.8m and the width of the safety zone is 1.4m. The robot has accurate localization and uses a simulated SICK laser rangefinder for detecting and mapping objects in the environment to the occupancy grid. The laser is configured for Xm and provides a 180-degree scan of the environment in front of the robot. 
A. Results
The experiment was conducted 10 times; an example of a completed stealthy traverse is shown in Figure 4 as the robot's path on the potential field. Also shown is a typical path taken for navigating directly to the goal. To analyze the effectiveness of the approach, the traverses are evaluated by distance (efficiency) and the time the robot was visible to the observer (stealth). These results are compared to direct navigation traverses to the goal and the performance of our previous algorithm for static environments. These are annotated as 'Direct' and 'Static Stealth', respectively, in Table lI.   TABLE 11 . The 'Distance' and 'Time' columns denote the total distance and time taken for the robot to travel from the start location to the goal. The 'Assumed Detected' column is the time the robot assumed it was being observed. This reflects the robot's internal analysis of the situation, which is prone to inconsistent representations due to sensor noise. The 'Actual Detected' column represents the actual amount of time the robot was detected by the observer.
AVERAGE SIMULATION RESULTS

Distance
It is obvious that the stealthy traverses produced higher stealth and lower efficiency than a direct traverse. However, the inability of the Static Sleallh approach to fully utilize the mobile cover offered by the dynamic barricade lead the robot to outpace the banicade and make the majority of its traverses exposed to the observer. The travel times for the Dynamic Stealth traverses are lengthy since they include the mobile barricade's stopping times. and the robot's timeouts at stationary banicades.
V. REAL ROBOT EXPERIMENTS
The experiments conducted in the real environments validate the simulation results. Whereas the simulation experiments demonstrated the algorithm's dynamic and opportunistic features using a banicade with a varying velocity, the experiments conducted in the real environment use a barricade that is initially located near the robot's start location and travels at a constant velocity between stopping locations.
The environments consisted of two separate grassy areas measuring approximately 35m by 25m. The experiments were conducted three times with a Pioneer AT and a Segway RMP using the parameters listed in Table IU .
Demonstration on different platforms indicates the generality of the approach. The dynamics of the two robots vary significantly. The Pioneer AT (right image in Figure 5 ) is a skid-steered fourwheel-drive robot with a limited turning radius while moving and a maximum velocity of 0.7 mls. The Segway RMP (left image in Figure 5 ) is a two-wheel drive robot with zero-radius turning capability and can travel up to 3.5 d s . It was limited to 0.7 d s in the experiments for consistency. Its dynamics are based on an inverted pendulum controller so it pitches to move forward or backward. This consequently tilts the sensors whose readings were adjusted to compensate. Each robot canied a sensor suite consisting of a Gamin 16A GPS unit used in conjunction with a 3DMG IMU and the robot's dometry that provided localization accurate to within 2m. Each also cmied a SICK laser rangefinder configured for 8m for obstacle avoidance and for mapping environment objects into their occupancy grid representation. The distance between the safety zone and the shadow frontier was set to l.lm and the width of the safety zone was 1.4m for all experiments. Examples of completed robot traverses are shown in Figure 6 and Figure I for the A T and RMP, respectively.
Inconsistencies in the barricades' representations are a result of sensor noise overwriting the occupancy grid. This was more prevalent for the RMP. 
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The average statistics for each experiment are shown in Table N . Consistent with the simulation annotation, 'Time' and 'Dist.' are the robot's reponed time and distance tnveled. 'Assumed Detected' refers to the amount o f time the robot assumed i t was being detected. The actual detection limes were determined from video taken from the observer's location. The discrepancy between the assumed and actual detection times are a result of sensor noise making h e robot erroneously believe i t was exposed or obscured at times. In each environment, direct navigation traverses to the goal (annotated as 'aobot type> Direct' in Table N) were conducted for comparison.
VI. MODEL-BASED ANALYSIS
I ) Evuluarion
Each path in this analysis is evaluated according to its stealth and efficiency relative to the stealthiest @-srealrh) and most efficient (j-ejicienl) paths above. A completed path p consists of an observable partpOb, and a hidden part phld which represents the length of the path that was exposed to and hidden from the observer respectively. The criteria for determining a paths' stealth is based on comparing its observability to p-stealth as shown in (I). This is a more intuitive measure than comparing the lenshs of the paths obscured in shadows since they could be arbitrarily long.
Sreulrh = length@-stealrh~,)/ength@~~)
(1) A path's efficiency is simply a comparison of its length compared top-ejicienr as shown in (2).
Together, these stealth and efficiency meuics provide evidence of the path's quality. The results of applying each metric to the p-srealrh, p-ejicienr, and our algorithm's paths are shown in Table V . The results indicate that our approach provides a high quality stealthy path according lo the evalmtion function. This is encouraging considering that this analysis is conducted with a known environment and the traverse from our approach was from an unknown environment. Stealth occurs from the potential fields effectively pushing the robot's path away from the observer to behind the barricades. The robot chooses an efficient path as a result of being attracted to the goal and to the shadows. The combination of these effects rationalize using potential fields to encode the stealth-efficiency cost function and as an intuitive approach for reactive stealthy navigation.
VE. SUMMARY
We have presented an approach for stealthy reactive navigation in unknown dynamic environments in the presence of an observer. For a robot to be stealthy under these constraints, it needs to take advantage of coverage opportunities as they occur. particularly since a dynamic object offering beneficial cover may only persist briefly.
Our algorithm is a frontier-based method that allows the robot to reactively hide behind a mobile object and dynamically adjust its position according to the movement of the object. Thus the method is capable of handle varying object velocities or even objects that stop for limited time periods. As such, our approach makes very few assumptions as lo the nature of the dynamics of the objects.
If the objects traveled in repeatable patterns, higher level assessments of them could be made and models created to assist the robot with stealthier subsequent traverses. It cannot be assumed that objects with these characteristics will be present in an unknown environment and hence a more reactive approach provides a higher utility in general.
We have validated and evaluated our reactive approach in simulation and outdwr envimnments using an object with viuying dynamics. High quality stealthy efficient paths are produced that compare well with empirically-determined optimal solutions generated through offlinc analysis.
